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T

he accelerated development of technology,
fast-growing penetration rates of the internet
and continuous digital transformation has
transformed the way organisations operate.
Mobile technology, IoT, machine learning and the cloud
and many such technologies, all mean opportunity for
businesses and society to grow but cybercriminals are also
developing new strategies to capitalize on technological
vulnerabilities.
The need of the hour is to educate end-users
compliance based practices for handling and sharing data,
identifying phishing attempts, procedures to counteract
human engineering attempts, updated software, advanced
firewall and antivirus, intrusion detection and prevention
systems, strong incident response plan and a few. Multilayer defence systems, anti-malware solutions that
combine signature-based detection, heuristic analysis
and cloud-assisted technologies can defend devices and
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data against new sophisticated threats. Cross domain
cyber security solutions allows organizations to use a
unified system comprising of software and hardware
that authenticates both manual and automatic transfer
and access to information when it takes places between
different security classification levels. This allows
seamless sharing and access of information within the
organisations, but cannot be intercepted by any user who
is not part of the security classification.
On this front, the impact of startups and their
innovative solutions/services will create a difference
in the realm. And we aim to be that platform to bring
them to the forefront. This edition of Enterprise Security
Magazine features companies such as Onward Security
and Theos Cyber Solutions that are at the forefront of
offering agile cybersecurity solutions. We present you an
exclusive edition of “Top 10 Enterprise Security Startups
in APAC – 2019.”
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The annual listing of 10 enterprise security startups that are
at the forefront of providing innovative tecnhnology solutions
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It is a premium online emergency
response and business-continuity
plan builder for SMEs to survive,
succeed, and thrive in the wake of a
natural disaster, other unplanned event
including a cyber attack

resiliencetec.com

t was the morning of 28th March
2017. Debbie, a category four
cyclone was about to wreak havoc
in Queensland, Australia. Dark
clouds and gush of gale-wind through
the empty streets of the coastal town
of Bowen in Queensland were the
heralds of Debbie. Fearing the landfall
of Debbie, Annastacia Palaszczuk, the
Premier of Queensland had already
requested Bowen’s citizens to evacuate
the town. The cyclone finally hit Bowen
affecting the town’s power and water
supplies, and as a result, the family
practice at Queens Beach Medical
Center had no option but to close
its doors. Alicia Fletcher, a practice
manager of Queens Beach Medical
Centre in Bowen, recalled the event
and the reliance of the community
on their local family medical practice.
Luckily, the practice had an emergency
response and business continuity plan
in place and despite power outage
lasting for a week, the facility was
able to get up and running and able to
serve their local community faster than
anticipated. According to Fletcher,
behind Queens Beach Medical Centre’
endurance against natural disaster lies
an effective emergency response plan
that she had laid down with the help
of the ResilienceTec platform. The plan
enabled the practice to build their plan
with expert guidance in emergency
response planning.
“ResilienceTec takes companies
through a stepwise process of
considering every component that
could lead to shutting off their
business during a crisis,” comments
John Anthony Williams, director of
ResilienceTec. Reportedly, around 86
percent of healthcare facilities and
businesses in the Australasia region
struggle to keep their operations
running after any significant natural
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disaster due to lack of forward
planning. To remedy this situation,
ResilienceTec has built an easy-touse cloud-based ERPT (Emergency
Response Planning Tool)—which was
first launched in 2011 in New Zealand
general practices and then in 2013
in partnership with Royal Australian
College of General Practitioners
(RACGP)—to provide business
continuity best practice through
risk evaluation and emergency and
pandemic response planning. In
the latest version of the platform,
ResilienceTec combines expertise from
a multitude of industry thought leaders
to help SMEs prepare for unplanned
business interruptions.
Once a prospective client onboard
themselves directly on resiliencetec.
com, they can schedule a video call
to seek assistance for the entire set
up process and all other necessary
modules, including in-depth
cybersecurity components. It takes
somewhere between three and four
hours for users to complete the initial
planning using the intuitive platform.
The ERPT’s user-friendly interface
guides users through the process
and asks all the right questions so
that the organisation is prepared for
an unplanned event. According to
Williams, “It means clients’ businesses

will be nimble in the face of unplanned
events, allowing them to survive,
succeed, and thrive in the wake of
a cyberattack, telecommunications
failure, power loss, theft, natural
disasters, and even viral outbreaks,
regardless of an organization’s
industry, or geography.”
The success and proven expertise
of ResilienceTec have made the cloudbased ERPT popular among cyber
and general insurer, and insurance
brokers. These companies further
recommend their customers to use
ResilienceTec’s ERPT to lay down their
own emergency response plan before
underwriting an insurance policy.
It also enables insurance providers
to build relationships directly with
the policyholders and differentiate
their offering from other insurers
and insurance brokers, and it helps
mitigate the insurance providers risk,
as they know if an organisation has
used ResilienceTec, they have thought
and prepared for any unplanned event
possibilities.
In coming months, Williams
highlights that his company will work
toward improving the understanding
and importance of emergency
response and business continuity
planning, including the impact of
cybersecurity and cyber breaches
on organizations. Recent changes in
privacy legislation in Australia and
pending in New Zealand will mean
organizations will need to report
data breaches, and this can be very
important for the organization’s
reputation and support of their
customer base. It is becoming more
crucial for organizations to think about
all risks to them functioning as an
organization and put a plan in place
to help them recover as quickly as
possible after an unplanned event. ES

